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ABSTRACT

Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) for seismic events is currently being
performed for nuclear and DOE facilities. The background on seismic PRA
is presented along with a basic description of the method. The seismic PRA
technique is applicable to other critical facilities besides nuclear plants. The
different approaches for obtaining structure fragility curves are discussed
and their applications to structures and equipment, in general, are
addressed. It is concluded that seismic PRA is a useful technique for
conducting probability analysis for a wide range of classes of structures and
equipment.

INTRODUCTION
Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) for

seismic events is routinely performed for nuclear
power plants and DOE facilities. Although the
practice of PRA has developed procedures and
conventions which are particular to the nuclear
power plant industry, the seismic PRA
methodology is applicable to other structure and
equipment environments. To the casual observer
PRA has the appearance of a new probabilistic-
based procedure different from the other structural
reliability approaches which have been evolving
over the recent years. In reality, PRA does not
contain any new mathematical concepts, but rather
represents a "repackaging" of probabilistic
techniques designed to solve a specific engineering
problem (i.e., what is the risk of operating a
nuclear power plant in the presence of potential
seismic events?).

The Reactor Safety Study (RSS) was one of
the first attempts using PRA for nuclear power
plants and included a small effort at evaluating the
effects of seismic events (20). Based on the RSS it
was believed that earthquakes were not significant
contributors to risk when compared to other
internal event initiators. Since the accident at Three

Mile Island, PRA has become increasingly popular
as a tool to evaluate in probabilistic terms the
potential threat from nuclear power for a variety of
initiating events. A number of PRAs have been
recently published which include consideration of
seismic events (3, 10, 15). Based on these
studies, the results of the analyses indicate that
earthquakes may, after all, be a significant
contributor, particularly for older plants. The state-
of-the-art has been advancing, and the analysis
procedures for seismic PRA for nuclear power
plants are becoming accepted in the nuclear power
plant industry. Other industries and critical
facilities may benefit as well from the formalism
provided by the seismic PRA method.

This paper summarizes the background of the
seismic PRA method as currently being used in the
nuclear power plant industry. A description of the
seismic PRA method for developing structure and
equipment fragility curves is presented. The
background and description provides a basis for
extending the PRA procedures to other critical
facilities. The potential for applying seismic PRA
to other environments and opportunities for
expanding this technique are discussed.
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BACKGROUND ON SEISMIC PRA
The basic pans which are needed for a

seismic PRA represent the same information which
must be used for any complete seismic probabilistic
study. First, the ground motion hazard in the
seismic PRA takes the form of hazard curves
which portray the annual frequency of exceedance
as a function of the ground shaking parameter
(e.g., peak ground acceleration or spectral
acceleration). Figure 1 shows an example set of
hazard curves. Note that more than one curve is
given since the underlying mechanisms which
cause earthquakes are uncertain. Subjective
weights (i.e., probabilities) are assigned to the
curves which by convention must sum to unity.
Although each single curve is developed using
standard seismic hazard calculational procedures
which involve earthquake sources, frequency of
occurrence of different size events, maximum
magnitudes, and ground motion attenuation, the
individual underlying parameters are not known
with certainty. This leads to postulating sets of
hazard parameters which are assigned
corresponding probability weights. Because of a
lack of knowledge and limited amount of data (i.e.,
the effects of earthquakes have been recorded for
only a few hundred years in the U.S.) there does
not exist the intellectual luxury of basing
uncertainty on only the statistical variability due to
limited data. The Bayesian viewpoint must be
adopted to allow the assignment of probabilities
based on subjective judgement. However, in
contrast to some classical statisticians who prefer to
allow onl; recorded data, this procedure is
perfectly acceptable to most engineers.

It is important to note in Figure 1, the
increasing spread of the hazard curves with higher
accelerations. In other words, the frequency of
occurrences of high accelerations is very uncertain.
This is significant to the structure and equipment
capacity analysis since it is the range of higher
acceleration which generally dominate the risk in
seismic PRAs for nuclear power plants. Because
of the layers of conservatisms built into nuclear
power plant design, the capacities of most
components are relatively high. Hence, due to the
large uncertainties in the ground shaking hazard it
is unproductive to refine the structure and
equipment capacity calculations to accuracies which
are inconsistent with the hazard uncertainty.

In addition to seismic hazard curves,
information on the capacity of structures and
equipment is needed in a seismic PRA. The
deterministic perspective that the nuclear power
plant complies with the criterion safe shutdown
earthquake (SSE) peak ground acceleration value
does not lead immediately to a realistic capacity for
use in a seismic PRA. For example, for the Zion
plant, which has an SSE of 0.17g, the frequency
of occurrence from Figure 1 is in the range of
approximately 10"4 to 103 events per year. This
frequency, if it were the frequency at which failure
will occur, would not be an acceptable safe level of
earthquake hazard.

The objective in the seismic PRA for nuclear
power plants is to systematically account for the
conservatisms which exist due to the design
process by scaling the SSE capacity to a more
realistic failure value. The final result of this
process is a family of fragility curves such as
indicated in Figure 2 for three components. Again,
a single curve is not shown but rather a family of
curves is indicated by the dashed lines which
reflect the uncertainty in quantifying the various
factors of safety built into the design. The word
"fragility" has been popularized in seismic PRA
and is simply the inverse of capacity. Thus, the
fragility curve(s) gives the frequency (or more
correctly, the fraction) of failure between 0 and 1
as a function of the ground motion parameter.

It is important to recognize that the results of
the many structural reliability approaches can be
expressed in the same final fragility curve format as
shown in Figure 2. The approach used in seismic
PRA for nuclear power plants is different from
traditional reliability approaches which start from
scratch and perform the analysis without regard to
the original design process. However, the results
from the different reliability approaches can be
expressed in the fragility curve format. This is
discussed in more detail below.

In addition to hazard and structure/equipment
fragility curves, the third component in the seismic
PRA process is the logic model which relates the
failures of the different structures and equipment to
a radiological consequence (e.g., early fatalities,
injuries, or latent cancers). In an analogy to
traditional reliability methods, the higher order
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Figure 1 Example seismic hazard curves.
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Figure 2 Example seismic fragility (3).
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event in nuclear power plant analysis is like a
structure failure in a structural reliability analysis.

The logic model takes the form of event trees
and fault trees. Event trees display the success or
failure of various safety systems leading to the
higher order event. On the other hand, fault trees
can answer the question of how can a particular
system fail. Thus for each of the systems in an
event tree there is a corresponding fault tree which
relates the various structure and equipment failures
in a logical manner.

An example event tree is shown in Figure 3
where a large pipe break is the initiating event and
radioactive release is the failure event. The events
across the top are ordered in time and the upper
branches represent success and the lower branches
represent failure. Thus, the top-most branch is
success (i.e., everything works in the event of a
pipe break) while the lower branches are all failure

stales. If the events are independent, the
frequencies of each event are simply multiplied
together (note that since failure frequencies are
small, success frequencies are essentially equal to
unity). However, particularly for seismic initiating
events, the event frequencies are not generally
independent due to the common cause effects of
earthquakes.

Figure 4 shows an example of a partial fault
tree for loss (i.e., failure) of electric power, which
is the top event. An example of an "or" and "and"
gate is shown. An "or" gate defines the upper
event failure as failure of one or more of the lower
events immediately below the gate. In contrast, an
"and" gate defines the upper event failure as failure
of all of the events immediately below the gate.
The branches of a fault tree proceed downward in
increasing refinement until the most basic failure
events are reached.
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Figure 3 Example event tree (20).
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Through the logic of the event and fault trees,
the fragilities of the basic events (usually individual
structures and equipment) are related by a Boolean
equation for failure event under consideration
(e.g., core melt or radioactive material release).
Thus, the frequencies of failure of the individual
structures and equipment are combined to produce
a higher order event frequency of failure such as
core melt, for example. This is directly analogous
to failure of a building which is logically related to
the failures of the individual parts, which may be
either failure modes in series (i.e., determinate
case) or parallel (i.e., indeterminate case). Figure
5 shows the final core melt fragility curves for the
Zion PRA which relates the frequencies of failure
of the following components through the Boolean
expression which is given as Equation 1.

Figure 4 Example fault tree (20).
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Figure 5 Example core melt fragility curve family (3).
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list of components:

Service water pumps

Auxiliary building—failure of
concrete shear wall

Refueling water storage tank

Interconnecting piping/soil
failure beneath reactor building

Condensate storage tank

Crib house collapse of pump
enclosure roof

125 VDC batteries and racks

© Service water system buried
pipe 48"

( § ) CST piping 20"

© Collapse of pressurizer
enclosure roof

Core melt =

where: C\ = "and" Boolean algebra symbol (intersection joint occurrence)

KJ = "and" Boolean algebra symbol (union-occurrence of either or both)

Once the hazard curves and fragility curves
for a failure event are obtained such as core melt,
then the two sets of curves are combined two at a
time (i.e., one hazard curve and one fragility curve)
to obtain the probability distribution on the
unconditional frequency of failure, Pf, where Pf is
obtained as follows:

f ~ J n* da

where:

Pfla conditional core melt frequency (i.e.,
fragility curve — see Figure 5, for
example)

dH
~fa = derivative of the hazard curve with

respect to the ground motion

Using as examples the curves from Figures 1 and
5, each of the five fragility curves is integrated with
the nine hazard curves (total of 45 integrations).
The probability of each of the 45 resulting
frequency values (obtained using Equation 2) is
found by multiplying the probabilities associated
with the two curves used in each integration (note
that the sum of the 45 new probability values are
equal to unity). If the 45 frequency values are
plotted as a histogram and converted to a
continuous representation, the result is a density
function such as shown in Figure 6.
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The entire process of seismic risk analysis for
nuclear power plants is shown in Figure 7, which
relates the seismic hazard analysis, component-
fragility evaluation, plant system and accident-
sequence analysis (i.e., the event and fault trees),
and finally the consequence analysis. The
interrelationship of the various parts are shown in
Figure 7.

DESCRIPTION OF THE FRAGILITY
METHOD

The approach which has been used in all of
the commercial nuclear power plant seismic PRAs
performed to date for developing fragility curves is
called the Zion method which is characterized by
two principal features. First, the methodology is
based on a double lognormal distribution model.
Both the distribution on the median and the random
variation of frequency of failure are assumed to be
lognormal. Second, the probabilistic analyses use
the results from the original design analysis as the
initial basis for the seismic fragility. The median
fragility values are obtained using the dynamic
responses and capacities from the design analysis
which are scaled to eliminate conservatisms.
Variabilities, such as randomness and uncertainty,
are estimated based on some data, but mostly on
engineering judgement.

When using the Zion method it is assumed
that the capacity of a structure, in terms of ground
acceleration, is lognormally distributed. Thus, the
frequency of failure is a function of these
parameters:

• the median capacity value, A

• the logarithmic standard deviation for
capacity, pr, and

« the ground motion input acceleration value,
Ag-

Note that any randomness in the ground
motion or building response is included in the pr
value. Figure 8 shows the capacity frequency
density function, which is determined by A and pr.
If the ground motion value is Ag, then failure
occurs for all values of A less than Ag. Thus, the
frequency of failure is just the area under the
density function between A equal to 0 and Ag. The
analysis could stop at this point and this procedure

could be used to obtain various values of frequency
of failure (for different Ag values) which plot as a
fragility curve as shown in Figure 8a.

The problem is that A is not known with
certainty. (It is assumed that the lognormal model
and pr value are known in a relatively certain
sense). Thus, a second lognormal distribution for
A is used to quantify the uncertainty for this
parameter. This second distribution is determined
by two parameters: the median value, A, and the
logarithmic standard deviation for uncertainty in the
median value, pu The probability density function
for A is shown in Figure 8b.

Now, depending on what value of A is
picked from the distribution on A as shown in
Figure 8b, a corresponding fragility curve can be
calculated. For example, if the 95 percent
probability fragility curve is derived, the A would
be selected such that there is a 0.95 probability that
a larger median value would occur.

For example if A is 0.77g and pu equals
0.39, then for the 0.95 probability level, A equals
0.4g. This value comes from the following
equation, which is the mathematical representation
of the solution shown in Figure 8b.

= Aexp[puO-J(l-p)] (3)

where:

= Standard cumulative normal distribution
and *•• is the inverse function

p = Probability value (e.g., 0.95)

Now, if the fragility frequency of failure
value, assuming p, is 0.36, is desired
corresponding to a ground acceleration Ag equal to
0.2g, the answer can be found from the lognormal
distribution with median value to 0.4g (see Figure
8a; pr equals 0.36). The answer is 0.027 and is
found from the following equation:

f(Ag) =
In

(4)
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Thus the Zion method requires three
parameters to characterize the fragility of each
structure: vthe median ground level acceleration
capacity, A, and the logarithmic standard
deviations for randomness and uncertainty, pr and
pu respectively. The procedure for determining
these parameters for components can be found in
Reference 2 and in past safety studies such as
performed for Zion and Indian Point (3,10).

In summary, the fragility analysis starts with
the design capacity usually corresponding the SSE
design (e.g., 0.20g). Then the factors of safety are
systematically factored-out for the following
response and capacity factors in a fragility analysis
for structures (the fragility analysis for equipment
is similar but additional factors are required):

• Spectral shape

• Soil-structure interaction

• Damping

• Frequency

• Mode shape

• Modal combination

• Combination of earthquake
component

• Strength

• Inelastic Energy Absorption

Because of the assumed underlying lognormal
model, median factors of safety are simply
multiplied together and the result used to scale the
design ground motion capacity. Logarithmic
standard deviations are obtained for each factor
based on a first-order Taylor series expansion of
the relationships between response or capacity and
the underlying physical variables. It is generally
assumed that the factors are independent and the
corresponding logarithmic standard deviations are
combined by the square root of the sum of the
squares (SRSS) procedure.

The assumptions of the lognormal model and
independence between factors may not be
appropriate in all cases. Only portions of the
fragility curves contribute significantly to the
results of the safety analysis (e.g., core melt, early

fatality risk, etc.). In this context values are
estimated for the significant range of contributing
earthquake accelerations.

The assumption that the various response and
capacity factors are independent is made primarily
for analytical convenience. In reality, many of the
parameters are related. For example, soil structure
interaction, structure damping, and inelastic energy
absorption are not in general independent. For
critical structures bench-marking non-linear time
history analysis may be required where the effects
of the various response and capacity parameters are
varied simultaneously. An approach for including
dependency is given in Reference 12.

APPLICATION OF PRA TO OTHER
FACILITIES

The concepts embodied in seismic PRA for
nuclear power plants can be applied to other types
of engineered facilities. The basic parts of a
seismic PRA are hazard curves, component
fragility curves, and a logic model which relates
component failure to an overall failure state. These
parts also are present in probabilistic analyses of
non-nuclear facilities.

The development of hazard curves is a well
established discipline and can be generally
performed independent of the risk analysis in
which they are used. This is not completely correct
since the hazard parameter (e.g., peak ground
acceleration) must be compatible with the parameter
used in the fragility analysis. However, the
hazard/fragility interrelationship can be just as
easily considered to be part of the fragility analysis
as the hazard analysis.

The structure and equipment fragilities can
come from a variety of sources including the
following which are discussed below:

• Factor of safety analysis starting with design
capacity

• Reliability analysis starting with the structural
information (i.e., drawings, material
properties, past mathematical models, etc.)

• Design code requirements

• Test data (both component specific and
generic)

• Engineering judgement (expert opinion)
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• Data from past seismic events

• Combinations of sources of information

The factor of safety analysis approach, which
starts with the design capacity, is one of the
methods used in seismic PRA for nuclear power
plants. This approach is equally applicable to
conventional facilities where a clear understanding
of the design steps are known. By learning what
was assumed at each design step, realistic median
analysis procedures and values can be substituted,
compared to the values assumed in the original
analysis, and safety factors developed accordingly.
In addition, the variabilities (i.e., randomness and
uncertainty) can be calculated based on an assumed
underlying model such as lognormal, using a
Taylor series expansion of the underlying
equations where only the first order terms are
retained.

The reliability analysis approach is limited
only by the constraints of the engineers
imagination. Many of the reliability procedures
which have been developed can be used to develop
fragility curves. Multiple failure modes which are
partially dependent along with various
combinations of loads which may occur
simultaneously can be included. An example of
this approach is the detailed seismic PRA
methodology developed in the Seismic Safety
Margins Research Program where multiple linear
time history analyses are performed in a Latin
Hypercube simulation experiment (16). A second
example is a probabilistic procedure which
combines random vibration input with finite
element models to obtain fragility curves for a
nuclear power plant containment (7). For this
example a limit state which is defined as either
concrete crushing or reinforcing steel yielding was
used. Many other reliability-based procedures also
could be modified to express their results in the
form of fragility curves. Similar to the factor of
safety analysis approach, reliability analysis is
directly suited for developing fragility curves for
individual components.

Using design code requirements to obtain
fragility curves is primarily applicable for classes
of components rather than for individual structures
or equipment. An example in the nuclear industry
is piping fragility. The many piping systems and

piping runs in a nuclear power plant make it
virtually impossible to develop fragility curves for
every single segment of pipe that exists. Thence,
generic pipe fragility curves are developed which
are tailored to the seismic input and design code
requirements used for the plant. By understanding
the governing code requirements used to design a
component, an estimate of its median failure
capacity and the corresponding variability can be
made. In addition to code rules, information of the
failure capacities in relation to the elastic limit also
must be used. This information is usually obtained
from either tests or nonlinear failure analyses (or
both). Fragility curves developed in this manner
are most useful when the capacities are found to be
relatively high and are not significant contributors
to the calculated risk. If a component fragility
based on design code requirements is a dominant
contributor, than a more component-specific
fragility analysis may be required.

Test data has been a valuable source of
information used in the development of fragility
curves. Both generic tests and tests performed for
specific components have been used. The former
type of tests lead to generic fragility curves, while
the latter type are used for facility specific
equipment fragility curves. In many cases,
particularly in the nuclear industry, qualification
rather thin fragility tests are performed. For the
former type, failure of the equipment normally
does not occur, hence, the results represent at best
a lower bound on the fragility level. In some
cases, using qualification data even with some
upward adjustment leads to a conservative
representation of capacity. This is appropriate, if
the results do not significantly contribute to the
calculated risk. If it does contribute, then the
resulting probability distribution on frequency of
failure will be conservatively shifted. In PRA, the
analysis should be performed in an unbiased
manner. In contrast, decisions made using the
results of PRA studies should be conservative.
More times than not, the decision maker is not the
same person who performs the PRA. In
transferring information to the decision maker,
conservatism should not be built into the results.
Otherwise, the decision maker is put in an
awkward position of making a conservative
decision using information with unknown
conservatisms already built in.
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Reference 4 contains generic fragility values
for 37 types of equipment. The values given are
based on generic fragility tests and judgments from
experts which have been combined. Judgments of
experts based on their engineering experience is an
equally valid basis for developing fragility curves.
Systematic procedures have been suggested for
soliciting expert opinion and combining this
information with other sources (4). This approach
also has been used in developing fragility data for
the effects of tornado winds (6).

Data from past earthquakes is a valuable
source of fragility information particularly for
various classes of structures in the Southern
California area after the San Fernando earthquake
in 1971 (21). Other sources of data of this type
include References 1, 5,13, 17, 18, and 19.
During the time of the underground nuclear
explosion program conducted in Colorado to
unlock natural gas sources, data from damage to
conventional structures was collected and used to
calibrate theoretically-derived fragility models (11
and 14). One difficulty in working with damage
data is often only information on the damaged
buildings is available. The number and
characteristics of the undamaged buildings is
equally important to the development of fragility
curves.

Damage data from past earthquakes and the
corresponding fragility curves for buildings,
bridges, dams, electrical facilities, underground
utilities and other lifeline systems, etc., are
particularly useful in assessing probability of
different levels of damage in a region which could
occur after a major earthquake. Results of these
types of studies are useful for effective and
efficient emergency planning. For example,
fragility curves have been developed for 16 types
of structures common to cities of the Mississippi
Valley Region (9).

Finally, combinations of the various sources
of information discussed above can be made to
obtain fragility curves. Several examples have
already been given above. Either ad hoc
procedures based on engineering judgement or
more formal procedures using Bayesian techniques
can be used.

Nuclear power plants are not the only
facilities that can benefit from a probabilistic

analysis performed using the seismic PRA
approach. Other industrial facilities have been
analyzed in this manner with the use of fragility
curve input (8). Important industrial plants with
critical functions that depend on complex
interrelationships of structural, mechanical, and
electrical components can be modeled with event
trees/fault tree logic. At the other extreme,
individual structures consisting of dependent
failure states also can be fit within the seismic PRA
format. The use of seismic PRA has promoted the
engineering viewpoint to keep the fragility analyses
as simple as possible within the limited constraints
of the available data. Rather than expending large
resources on detailed analyses which outstrip the
quality of the data, simple PRA analyses are
performed and the results are tested using
sensitivity analyses which consider reasonable
ranges of values. This approach is done in nuclear
power plant seismic PRA analyses and also is
useful to other critical facilities.
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